I. INTRODUCTION
The volume of medical data increases daily. It makes essential use of semi or automatic devices facilitated with modern IT tools to storage, collect, classify, retrieve and analyze medical data [1] , [2] .
Correct diagnosis and treatment of diseases is vital. It complicates medical imaging issues [1] - [4] . Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms have been shown promising results to automate medical devices and improve efficiency and reliability in medical data analysis [1] - [7] . Digital image processing and its combination by other AI methods like machine learning, fuzzy logic and pattern recognition are so advantageous in visualization and automatic analysis of medical images [6] , [7] . Because accurate identification of biological features of ROIs has an important role in their analysis and various methods of AI help to simplicity and accuracy of this identification [8] .
Segmentation is crucial as a first step in Medical Image Analysis (MIA) [1] - [10] . Because of the error resulting from the segmentation is transferred to later steps in MIA. It causes incorrect analysis of image ultimately. Therefore a correct segmentation method is critical. The Segmentation methods depend on modality and dimension of imaging. It is because of a high dependency on factors like disease type and image features. So these dependencies lead to the growth of the number of available literatures in this field [2] . To gain more information about MIA and especially medical image segmentation (MIS), there are some review articles such as [2] , [4] , and [6] - [20] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First it explains the segmentation phase of the MIA system in section II. Then some problems and applications of the MIS are mentioned in section III and IV respectively. Moreover, the progress carrier is shown and proved with some charts in the eleven recent years by searching -medical‖ and -image‖ and -segment‖ phrases together on PUBMED, IEEE and Elsevier digital libraries in section V. Finally the paper concludes in section VI.
II. SEGMENTATION IN MEDICAL IMAGE ANALYSIS
Todays, the growth of technology in medical imaging devices is significant. So MIA is regarded highly to be automatic. In other hand, automatic MIA is required due to its applications including in better understanding the type and location of disease and detection of the disease progression as well. Moreover, computed diagnosis, computed surgery, medical studying and research in the field of anatomy are of MIA results [7] .
Reliable quantitative analysis of medical images namely volumes measurement needs to describe the anatomy of structures and segments of image. This operation is very difficult and is often done by a human operator. Unfortunately this manual segmentation is too timeconsuming. So segmentation of many scans is not possible and affordable too. Moreover the number of images which should be analyzed is growing strongly due to technological advances. Hence, manual segmentation becomes less efficient in clinical operations. Human interpretation may not be produced suitable as well. Consequently intelligent tools are so essential to segment automatically. Therefor automatic segmentation is notable and important step to form tissues and ROIs in medical applications. Fig. 1 shows the general scheme of MIA system. In this scheme, an image of interested region is acquired by the proper imaging device like MRI for soft tissues. Then it would be processed in the digital computer by the image processing unit facilitated by MIA tools. Image is exhibited to clinicians by a display devise like monitor finally. It's so beneficial if the system can report the result of analysis in the text format. Automatic analysis of medical images needs many image processing techniques and also preprocessing operations like noise removal, image enhancement, edge detection and so on. Thus the image is ready to be analyzed after these preliminary steps are finished. Mining ROIs in the image is done in the segmentation phase through combination of intelligent methods then. Afterward feature extraction is performed to identify and recognize the ROI which may be a tumor, lesion, abnormality and so on. All these operations are done in the processing phase in Fig. 1 .
In MIA, segmentation is required for more concentrations in later steps namely feature extraction, image measurement and ROI representation. Segmentation should be done correctly to obtain some determinant features of disease or subsequent lesion in MIA. Because by failing it, too many errors appear in feature extraction, image measurement and ultimately displaying image. A sample of segmentation for MRI heart image is shown in Fig. 2 . 
III. PROBLEMS OF SEGMENTATION
Some information is needed such as anatomy, physiology and organ functionality in diagnosis. Variant information leads to form variant modality for imaging devices. Variant modalities affect on the segmentation methods highly and complicate it too. In addition the significant growth of technology in medical imaging devices affects on applied methods for automatic analysis of medical images. So MIA methods should be up to date. This exigency covers the segmentation too. In addition of this necessity, following reasons make the MIS an obstacle and challengeable problem [1] , [3] , [8] , [12] and [21] 
IV. APPLICATION OF SEGMENTATION
Accurate analysis of massive medical datasets increases the request for their segmentation intensively as mentioned in section II. In general view, the main applications of MIS are computer-aided diagnosis, computer-aided surgery and medical research (study of anatomical structure). MIS can classify pixels into the anatomical regions like bone, muscle, blood vessel as well as into pathological regions such as cancer, tissue deformities and multiple sclerosis lesions. It's so useful in boundaries identification of ROI like different parts of brain [11] , [22] , distinct bones in the bony structures, tumors [22] , microcalcification in the breast [23] , prostate [21] , iris [24] , liver [25] , lung [26] and so on. [2] and [4] . Increasing growth in the number of chapters, books and articles shows that the topic of MIS is so regarded and significant as well as it has been remained a challengeable problem [2] , [4] . In this section, the progress would be shown with the following charts in the eleven recent years by searching -segment‖ phrase on PUBMED, IEEE and Elsevier libraries.
The phrases -segment‖, -image and -medical‖ were searched together in the document title of literatures in the IEEE digital library by the authors and 979 literatures were totally found from the year 2000 till the end of 2010. The significant progress can be seen in the number of literatures by considering chart 1 and corresponding data.
Similar to IEEE digital library, in the Elsevier Journal publisher, the searching term is -segment‖ and -medical‖. It's should be noted that although progress of literature number shows the growing interest in this field, but it make difficult the innovation in this field unfortunately.
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the segmentation phase in the MIA was explained first. Then some problems and applications of the segmentation were mentioned. Moreover, the progress carrier was shown and proved with some charts in the eleven recent years by searching -segmentation‖ phrase on PUBMED, IEEE and Elsevier libraries. These charts showed the high growing interest of research in the MIS fields. Furthermore they proved that the segmentation has been remaining a challengeable area. 
